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Abstract—Specifications for software systems are quite often
missing or are obsolete given the evolutionary nature of these
systems. Lack of precise software specifications makes the task
of debugging and detecting a malfunction of system behavior
challenging. Prior works have primarily focused on extracting
system specifications in the form of template-based mining
frameworks or interactive simulation models. In safety-critical
systems where the time of occurrence of events is of prime
importance extracting specifications with a quantitative notion
of time seems a daunting task.

This work presents an unsupervised approach to mine timed
temporal properties in the form of deterministic finite state
machines with a custom-designed trie data structure. Our frame-
work, MINTS learns dominant system specifications from their
system traces that are represented as a timed deterministic finite
state machine. MINTS is shown to be sound and complete.
MINTS scalability and correctness is validated using real-world
industry strength traces.

Index Terms—Real Time Systems, Specification Mining, Tem-
poral Properties

I. INTRODUCTION

Software programs are shipped with documentation that
describes the feature and functionality of the system. A well-
documented software contains a detailed description of each
module within the software, interaction among the modules,
and appropriate use of the modules. Clear and well-defined
software documentation help during implementation, refactor-
ing, testing, debugging, and can also be looked back for imple-
mentation details in the future [1]. However, quite often [2]–
[5] software documentation is not updated periodically making
them non-traceable to the current changes. They become
stale with incorrect information. Primary reasons involve low
enthusiasm among the developers with the documentation and
the requirement of huge time and resources to document
changes [6]. With the progression of time, missing implemen-
tation details create obstructions for maintenance engineers
and increases functional incorrectness for complex tasks [7].
Missing or incorrect software documentation becomes even
more challenging and important in the safety-critical system
where the time of occurrence of events is of prime importance.

Temporal specification mining is an extensively studied
domain [8], [9]. Temporal specification mining techniques
extract interesting properties with the abstract notion of time
from system traces. Extraction of temporal properties from

system traces has been widely studied in the past [9]–[13].
System traces record system behavior and interactions with
the user. Recently, the notion of mining temporal specification
from system traces has received significant attention [10], [12],
[13]. More specifically, template-based specification mining
has gained considerable prominence [12], [14]. In template-
based specification mining, a user-defined template is fed
into the model as input that matches similar patterns from
the system traces. Specification mining is useful in software
engineering for verification [15], generalization of system
behavior [1], [10], anomaly detection [12], etc.

Regular expressions are a powerful tools for pattern match-
ing and can be used for template-based specification min-
ing [11]. They can be represented as state machines that are
simple and easy to understand. For example, Figure 1 presents
a state transition diagram of a coffee vending machine1 that
can be expressed as Coin* Push* Coin+ where Coin and
Push are events on the machine. Finite Automatons are an
abstract representation of Finite State Machines [16]. We use
the term Finite State Machine (FSM) and Finite Automata
(FA) interchangeably in this paper.

Fig. 1: Finite State Representation of Coin Vending Machine

Timed Automata (TA) [17] is a Finite Automata extended
with clock variables and added constraints on the state transi-
tions. State transitions are restricted with time bounds on the
events. As a result, the system state changes only when the
occurrence of the event is satisfied by the time-bound. TA is
primarily used in the field of formal methods and software en-
gineering such as model-testing [18], system verification [15],
testing control flow in communication systems [19], computer-
aided process engineering [20], etc. TA is also used in safety-
critical systems such as medical devices, automobiles, safety

1Finite State Machines. Brilliant.org. Retrieved 20:03, April 19, 2021, from
https://brilliant.org/wiki/finite-state-machines/
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equipment [18], [21], where the occurrence of an event and
the timing of the event is of paramount importance. Temporal
properties can be extracted from TA [10], [22].

Template-based extraction of temporal properties is difficult
and tedious. They are majorly based on expert domain knowl-
edge [23]–[25] or are restrictive due to poor customization dur-
ing mining [13], [26]. Moreover, due to the evolutionary nature
of software development, template-based temporal mining
requires a constant update with every software modification.

We propose a novel unsupervised specification mining tech-
nique. Our framework takes a set of system traces and builds a
custom timed-trie network. Less frequent patterns are filtered
out and only the most recurrent patterns are retained in the
final system representation. The trie network contains nodes
and edges, representative of system state and transition among
states respectively. Edges define the necessary event with the
clock constraint on the event. Our framework can be used to
extract the most frequent temporal patterns or be used as a
runtime monitor to detect anomalies.

We begin by defining a trace, state machine with time-
constrained event transition, and trie data structure. We then
explain the construction of our custom trie along with custom
pruning to filter and strengthen the model. Multiple pruning
steps are applied to extract only the dominant patterns. We
use association rules of support and confidence for pattern
extraction.

The major contribution of our work can be summarised as
follows:
• Propose our framework MINTS, to mine temporal speci-

fications from a given system trace with time constraints.
• Present two algorithms, one to extract the overall dom-

inant temporal patterns while the other extracts specific
behavioral patterns [27].

• For real-world use cases, we present an event prediction
algorithm. Our event prediction algorithm is sensitive to
both time and sequence of the past event.

• We show our approach is sound, complete, and scalable
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows, Sec-

tion II provides an overview of the current research in the
domain of temporal specification mining. Section III briefly
introduces few notations necessary for the understanding of
our framework. Section IV explains the various components
and working of the framework followed by discussion and
experiment in Section V and Section VI respectively. Finally,
we conclude with some future work in Section VII.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Modeling system using finite state machines is a well-
studied topic [11], [24]. In [28], Angluin presented an ap-
proach to learn system behavior. It uses a series of queries
and counterexample to infer the hidden automaton. It follows
a pattern of minimally adequate teacher where the learner
tries to find the abstract representation of the system that the
teacher is only aware of. Regular language expresses these
abstract representations in a relatively simple form [12]. Few
recent study [12], [14] used variations of regular languages

to model system behavior. [10], [11], uses pattern matching
while [14], [29] study the system behavior in the form of
regular expressions. In [30], Vaandrager uses a Mealy Ma-
chine [31] as a minimally adequate teacher along with a
MAPPER that provides a deterministic output for any given
input. The primary role of the MAPPER is to perform a
translation between input and output states. Similar approaches
have also been proposed in [29], [32].

Alternatively, Input-Output Automata (IOAutomata) are
used to model the system behavior of a distributed network.
IOAutomata uses actions such as input, output, and internal
activities to establish the relationship between different com-
ponents. In [33], the authors use IOAutomata as a teacher and
trains the Mealy machine to learn the target black-box model’s
workflow.

Finite automata can be naturally extended using Timed
Automata. Timed Automata (TA) include the clock constraint
over the transition edge between each state. In [11], Alur et
al. proposed the concept of timed regular expressions. Timed
regular expressions are an extension of regular languages with
the knowledge of time. In [23], [24], Ulus et al. extended
timed regular expression to define timed derivatives. In Formal
logic, derivatives are a very neat algebraic tool used to build
computation models. The benefit of derivatives is in the speed
for sequential computations. Since time series is a form of
a continuous stream of non-decreasing discrete timed data,
extending derivatives with a set of timed relations is novel [23].
MONTRE [25] uses timed derivatives to perform real-time
pattern matching with time bounds. Albeit coming up with
pre-defined timed relations is challenging.

In [26], the authors propose QMine, a framework for mining
quantitative properties from system traces. Quantitative prop-
erties are associated with events and numerical measurements
in the system traces. These properties can be used to not only
understand system behavior but also assists in tasks such as
anomaly detection, runtime monitoring, intrusion detection etc.
Nevertheless, quantitative regular expressions do not consider
timing constraints explicitly. Cutulenco et al. in their work [13]
proposed an approach to mine system properties using user-
defined templates in the form of timed regular expressions.
Yet due to the rapid expansion in the software development
lifecycle the necessity to update these templates becomes
tedious.

In [34], the authors uses timed k-tail (TkT) to create a timed
automaton. A set of traces are collected from a software system
and for each trace, an automaton is generated. The automaton
uses a relative clock for the clock constraint function and
the final step involves merging all the automatons. The clock
constraint is then generalized for the merged automaton. The
final timed automaton represents the states in the software
system. TkT has promising experimental results yet has high
time complexity due to dependency on multiple traces. In this
work, we present an approach to mine temporal properties with
no apriori knowledge about the system behavior. Our approach
scales linearly with trace size.
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III. PRELIMINARIES

Finite State Machine (FSM) [29] are used to model system
interactions among various sub-components. System behavior
is generally modeled in terms of a directed graph. G : {V,E}
where system states are represented by vertices V while edges
E represents the relationship between the two connecting
states. FSM explains complex system behaviors in the form
of explainable graphical representations thereby assisting in
troubleshooting for bugs, faster onboarding of new developers,
and identifying system specifications among a few. There
are two variants of FSM, namely deterministic finite state
machines (DFA) and non-deterministic finite state machines
(NFA). In NFA, transitions among states are not deterministic
in nature. This causes different results with the same set of
inputs. However DFAs are deterministic in nature and always
reach the same sequence of states. In this work, we focus only
on DFA.

Timed Automata [29] are an extension of Finite State Ma-
chines with the addition of time constraint over the transition
function. More formally, a one-clock timed automata contains
a clock variable c along with a set of constraints φc : >|c � i
where � = {<,=, >,≤,≥} and i ∈ N. We use > to represent
true while ⊥ denotes false for {>,⊥} ∈ B. The clock is
set to zero when φc evaluates to > or is left unchanged in
the case of ⊥. Timed Automata can be represented as A =
(Σ, Q, q0, F, c, δ), where Σ is the set of alphabets while Q
is a finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ∈ Q
is a non-empty set of accepting states and δ is the transition
function along with c as the clock valuation. The transition
function (δ) can be expressed as δ(qi, α, ct) → qj where
{qi, qj} ∈ Q,α ∈ Σ and ct : >. δ(qi, α, ct) → qj implies
that the system reaches a state qj from qi due to an action
α within a valid clock constraint, ct. ∆t denotes the time
taken to transition from the present state to the next state. We
consider a clock constraint to be valid if the ∆t is within the
clock interval [m,n] where {m,n} ∈ N.

A path defined as Π : q0
(α1,c1)−−−−→ q1

(α2,c2)−−−−→ q2
(α3,c3)−−−−→

· · · → qn, implies a transition sequence from the initial
state q0 to the final state qn through the course of multiple
valid actions within its time constraints. A path is called
accepting, if the final state is an accepting state. Paths are
representative of one complete execution. A trace is a set
of path, = {Π1,Π2, · · · } where {Π1,Π2, · · · } are different
execution paths from multiple trials.

Clock valuation function, ct = ct−1 + δ where δ ∈ N
denotes continuous non-decreasing unit of time. Moreover,
clock valuation can be represented in the context of a global
clock or a local clock. In the case of a local clock valuation,
after every transition the internal clock is reset to 0. In our
work, we use the clock valuation in the context of local clock
unless otherwise stated.

Trie is a common and famous data structure mostly referred
to as an n-ary tree. Each vertex contains multiple edges to
its successor vertices. However, a trie data structure does not

contain a closed loop. Depth (D) of a trie is the maximum
distance from the root to its leaf nodes.

D = argmaxΠj ,∀j ∈ Π (1)

Trie can be used to represent a non-minimal finite state
machine. We use the term non-minimal due to it being in-
finitely large for an infinitely large depth. However, with such
a representation, we can learn and extract dominant patterns
from the system.

A pattern refers to a unique sequence of events. Association
rule mining is a process to find unique patterns, correlations
among the patterns, frequent patterns, and more. Support and
confidence are two common ways to measure association [35].
Support measures the probability of a certain pattern against all
possible pattern lists while confidence measures the likelihood
of the pattern given part of the pattern has already occurred.

IV. METHODOLOGY

Our Timed-Trie (Trietimed) representation is a special type
of Timed-Automaton (TA). Trietimed consists of nodes and
edges representing states and transitions with clock constraints.
This section explains the construction of the Trietimed. There
are 4 components for extracting the Trietimed from a system
trace. Fig 2 presents the overall framework for our proposed
approach. We discuss each component briefly in the following
sections.

A. Formation of the Trietimed
MINTS builds the Trietimed using system traces. System

trace is cleaned and pre-processed before feeding as input to
MINTS. Processed trace must contain events and the time
associated with the events. Alphabet set consists of unique
events present in the trace. Additionally, 2 hyper-parameters
must also be provided into the framework, that are depth D and
threshold P . D describes the maximum depth of the generated
Trietimed and threshold P is used for pruning of branches.

Algorithm 1 provides an overview of the steps required to
build the Trietimed. Trietimed is constructed progressively. At
every step, a window of size d slides over the trace. For each
window, the segment of the trace is used to build the Trietimed.
tracesubd denotes a subtrace formed with a window of size
d. A trace can contain multiple window instances of size d,
therefore multiple instances of tracesubd would be formed.
Since the window slides by 1 event at a time, the segments
overlap with the neighboring window. This iterative use of
adjacent segments helps retain the transition of events among
the window. Once all the segments of size d are processed, the
framework increments the value of d. The construction begins
with d = 1 and terminates at d = D. Line 3 - 5 and Algorithm
2 outlines the above-mentioned steps.

However, before incrementing the window size d, all the
leaf nodes of the Trietimed are processed. The processing step
involves evaluation of the clock constraint (c) and is outlined
in Algorithm 3. Trietimed stores the events on the edges along
with the transition time difference from the parent node to
the child node. Nodes represent states that the system may
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Fig. 2: MINTS Framework

Algorithm 1: buildGraph
Input: trace, D
Result: Trietimed

1 roottrie ← NULL
2 foreach d in [1, D] do
3 foreach Segment of trace of length d (tracesubd )

in trace do
4 traverseAndBuild(roottrie, tracesubd , 0)
5 end
6 evaluateAtDepth(roottrie, d)
7 end
8 return roottrie

undergo during execution. These records of transition time
are used to find the time bounds (i.e min and max) for the
clock constraint. Although MINTS uses the range defined by
2 standard deviation(σ) across mean(µ) to evaluate the bounds,
users can override the evaluation function. Using such a range
helps in filtering off the outliers and covers 95 % of the data
set. For brevity, in this paper we refer to such a range as
partially complete range (denoted by `a). A direct application
of such time-bound is in the field of anomaly detection where
events with abnormal transition time deviate significantly.

Transitions that occur outside the time bounds are dropped
and only the valid transitions are used to estimate the probabil-
ity of transition from parent state to the child state for the given
event (Line 7) (explained in Section IV-C). It must be noted
that MINTS assumes that the system spends approximately the
same amount of time in the current state before transitioning

to the next state.

Algorithm 2: traverseAndBuild
Input: nodetrie, tracesubd , pos

1 if pos < len(tracesub)− 1 then
2 Find the state node, nodechild for transition event e

at pos in tracesubd
3 if ∆t satisfies constraint ct then
4 Recursively call

traverseAndBuild(nodechild, tracesub, pos+ 1)
5 else
6 Reject traversal (to drop the outliers) and return
7 end
8 else
9 if nodetrie does not contain state with transition

event e then
10 Create and add a state node newNodetrie with

transition event e as a child to nodetrie
11 end
12 end

Figure 3 shows a sample illustration of an intermediary step
involved during the construction of our timed trie network. For
each transition, MINTS records all the ∆t transition time steps
between the events.

B. Pruning

Before proceeding with the extraction of dominant prop-
erties and the probability analysis, we ensure our model is
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Fig. 3: figure
Sample Representation of Trietimed

Fig. 4: figure
Clock constraint evaluated

representative of the most prevalent patterns. Therefore, we
filter off all the outliers. This is accomplished by only select-
ing those timed transitions which fall under the empirically
evaluated distribution ( `a ).

More formally, a normal distribution is defined and stored
within each node’s clock constraint c (Refer algorithm 3). The
normal distribution is evaluated using all recorded transitions
at this transition step and thereby the outliers are filtered off to
reduce the formation of transition for the next time step. It is
common to use an acceptable transition time to be within the
`a (refer line 6 in algorithm 3). We do acknowledge, that this
step, in turn, could reduce precision (in terms of validity of
event transitions), however, the primary objective of MINTS

Algorithm 3: evaluateAtDepth
Input: nodetrie, d

1 while desired depth is not reached do
2 Keep traversing down
3 end
4 Evaluate mean (µ) and variance (σ) using the list
〈time− list〉

5 Update the permissible range 〈tmin, tmax〉 for
nodedepthtrie with the range containing 2 standard
deviations (σ) of 〈time− list〉 ( nodedepthtrie

← 〈µ− 2σ, µ+ 2σ〉)
6 Update nodedepthtrie with the transitions where ∆t is

within range 〈tmin, tmax〉
7 Compute the probability of transition (Pte)

is to extract the dominant patterns.
Figure 5 shows the steps involved in measuring the clock

constraint2. Please note, the interval constraint objective func-
tion can be changed by the user and it is not necessarily fixed
on `a. Figure 4 displays the graph with clock constraint c after
evaluation. Moreover, since the clock constraint is evaluated
before the construction of the network at the next depth, only
a partial trie network is filled with c.

C. Event Prediction

The real-world performance of a model measures its effec-
tiveness. Given a sequence of events, many machine learning
models, such as Recurrent Neural networks (RNN), Long-
Short Term Memory (LSTM) [36], can be used to predict
future events. Although these models have high accuracy, they
lack the capability to represent the learned behavior [12].
While FSM can represent the system workflow with nodes
and edges, modeling the system workflow requires domain
knowledge. MINTS builds a TA that can be used for various
tasks such as event prediction.

Algorithm 4: probabilityOfTransition
Input: nodetrie, tracesubd

1 while desired depth is not reached do
2 Keep traversing down with tracesubd
3 end
4 Computer the overall time-interval for all event, e ∈ Σ
5 foreach t in 〈time− interval〉 do
6 foreach event e ∈ Σ do
7 Compute probability of transition at time t
8 end
9 end

10 Return the overall Transition Probability for each
event in the 〈time− interval〉

11

Algorithm 4 outlines our event prediction approach.
Trietimed stores the total count of valid transitions from each

2Normal Distribution Image Credit: By Jhguch at en.wikipedia, CC BY-SA
2.5 https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=14524285
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Fig. 5: Determination of clock constraint

state (except the final states). The transition probability for
each event (i.e edge) is computed and stored in the node. The
transition probability assists the framework to predict the next
event. Moreover, since all the transition times are recorded,
MINTS is capable of predicting an event with ∆t time step
in the future.

Figure 6 presents the output from event prediction module
of the Trietimed .

D. Dominant Property extraction

1) Additional Pruning: Although our model, at this stage,
has been pruned once (refer section IV-B), we employ addi-
tional indirect pruning to avoid extraction of irrelevant prop-
erties. We classify such pruning as indirect since the approach
does not explicitly prune the branches of our Trietimed, yet,
it only permits traversal over fewer paths. The term does not
explicitly prune the branches refer to ignoring traversal over
such branches and not the removal of the same.

Fig. 6: Event Prediction

Our model takes a hyper-parameter, P that determines
the threshold over the probability of transition. Only those
branches, from the root node, are considered which contain a
minimum Pte above P .

Pte = argminjPj ,∀j ∈ Π (2)

The method is effectively a depth-first traversal from the root
node.

Algorithm 5 provides a brief overview of the steps involved
in pruning the tree. The main idea is to remove all the stems

Algorithm 5: pruneTree
Input: nodetrie, P

1 foreach child of nodetrie do
2 if Pchildnodetrie

< P then
3 Prune the stem i.e child
4 else
5 Recursively call pruneTree(child, P)
6 end
7 end

which has Pte less than the user defined P . This helps in
exposing the dominant patterns.

Name Property Template
Response [-P]*; (P; [-S]*; S; [-P]*)*

Alternating [-P,S]*; (P; [-P,S]*; S; [-P,S]*)*
MultiEffect [-P,S]*; (P; [-P,S]*; S; [-P]*)*
MultiCause [-P,S]*; (P; [-S]*; S; [-P,S]*)*

TABLE I: Temporal Properties used for mining in MINTS

2) Temporal properties: Temporal patterns have been well
studied by Yang and Evans [27]. In their work, 8 most com-
mon and relevant patterns have been suggested for temporal
property mining based on their behavioural importance. For
demonstration, we have evaluated our algorithm with 4 such
patterns while the option of extending such properties with
user-defined properties has been provided. Table I presents
the temporal properties that were used for the evaluation of
our MINTS framework. Note that we refer to these temporal
properties as behavioral patterns for the system. The time
bounds for the given property template applies within the
central enclosed sequence of event. P refers to the causing
event while the effect S is reflected in the subsequent event.
For example, for Response temporal pattern, a possible time-
bounded expression could be [−P ]∗; (P ; [−S]∗;S〈x, y〉; [−
P ]∗)∗ where x and y are the start and end of the time interval.

V. DISCUSSION

1) Complexity Analysis: Algorithm 6 is used for the con-
struction of Trietimed. The program takes as input, the trace
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along with the window length of subsequent events, d. We
denote D as depth since it defines the maximum height of our
Trietimed.

Algorithm 6: Abstract Representation of Trietimed
Generation

Input: trace, D
Result: Trietimed

1 foreach depth d in D do
2 subtrace← { set of all segments of length d from

trace }
3 foreach subtracei in subtrace do
4 traverse and build the Trietimed
5 end
6 evaluate and prune the weak stems at depth d
7 end
8 return roottrie

For each depth d ∈ [1, D], we traverse and build our
Trietimed. For a given depth d, line 2 extracts all subtraces of
length d from the input trace. This operation takes O(n− d)
time while traversal and building of the Trietimed(line 3 - 5),
for level d, takes constant time i.e O(1).

We also store ∆t, i.e the relative time for the current action
from the previous state. Line 6 performs pruning for stems at
depth d using the `a range. This time bound can be defined
as [µ− xσ, µ+ xσ], where µ and σ are the average time step
and the standard deviation over the stored list of ∆t while
x is a constant used to define the range, for example x = 1
defines a range within 1 standard deviation while 2 define our
partially complete range( `a ).

This takes constant time, O(1) however since there are Σd

stems at depth d, thus the entire operation takes O(Σd) time.

Total time for step d = n− d+ n− d+ Σd

= 2n− 2d+ Σd

≈ n− d+ Σd
(3)

Thus, the overall time complexity until depth D can be
expressed as

Total time =

D∑
d=1

(n− d+ Σd)

=

D∑
d=1

n−
D∑
d=1

d+

D∑
d=1

Σd

≈ nD −D2 + ΣD

(4)

Although the equation 4 contains an exponential term ΣD,
it must be noted that with each pruning step at depth d, the
next iteration for step size d + 1 would skip traversing those
stems that were already being pruned at step d. Moreover,
a large value of D does increase the uncertainty of the
learned behavior. However, the worst-case complexity do stay
at O(nD −D2 + ΣD).

2) Feature Comparison: Table II provides a brief overview
of few specification mining algorithms3. UPPAAL-SMC [37]
(an extension of UPPAAL) is a Statistical Model Checking
tool and is widely used for real-time verification of systems. In
UPPAAL-SMC, the real-time system must be modeled before
performing specification verification. Linear-time Temporal
Logic (LTL) is a propositional logic modeling approach with
timed modalities. Modalities can be of two types, future
modalities (always, until, eventually, next) and past modalities
(historically, since, once, previously). Texada [10] is a popular
LTL Specification mining tool. However, Texada lacks rep-
resentation of the extracted specification as State Machines.
The approach presented in [14] and [29] are fundamentally
based on the concept of Active Learning and extract a neat
representation of the system in the form of a State Machine.
Yet, the time complexity of these algorithms is very high to
be considered for practical use. MONTRE [25] is a rich tool
for timed pattern monitoring albeit it requires a monitoring
template as input. TRE Automaton [13] and QMine [26]
suffer from a similar problem with a requirement of a min-
ing template. MINTS successfully overcomes all the above-
mentioned shortcomings while being highly scalable for real-
world applications.

3) Correctness: In this section, we formally show the
correctness of our algorithm. Let trace denote the system trace
while TrieDtimed represent the extracted Timed Automaton in
the form of our custom timed Trie data structure and D denotes
the depth of TrieDtimed, then TrieDtimed is formally correct

Proof We will prove by induction that TrieDtimed is
formally correct.

Base case: When D = 1, Trie1timed has only 1 root node
(or the initial state) and Σ children where Σ denotes the
alphabet set.

Induction Hypothesis: Let Triedtimed is correct where
1 < d < D

Induction Step: Since Triedtimed is a Trie data structure
(also referred to as prefix tree), it can be stated that the
formed tree at depth d corresponds to all prefixes (or
sub-segments) of length [1, d]. It must be noted that not
all sub-segments of length d must be present in Triedtimed
however the reverse is true. This is because, during pruning,
MINTS drops the segments that are rarely traversed.
Nevertheless, all the prefixes formed from the [1, d] must
always be present in trace.

In the next iteration for d + 1, MINTS extracts all the
segments of size d+ 1. It then proceeds with appending leaf
nodes at depth d + 1 provided the prefix of the segment is
valid and can be traversed from the root node. Subsequently,
MINTS performs pruning to remove any path traversal that
were rarely traversed. Thus the final Tried+1

timed is formed and

3Only the most relevant algorithms are compared
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Algorithm
(Authors names used if
algorithm has no name)

Features
Pattern

Extraction
Timed Pattern

Extraction
Pattern

Monitoring
Timed Pattern

Monitoring
DFA Extraction Timed DFA Extraction

Probability
Estimation

UPPAAL SMC [37] X X X

Texada [10] X X

Weiss et al. [14] X X X

J. An et al. [29] X X

MONTRE [25] X X

Cutulenco et al. [13] X X X X

QMine [26] X X

MINTS X X X X X X X

TABLE II: Comparison of various specification miners

is correct since all the prefixes present in Tried+1
timed can be

found in trace.
Therefore, Triedtimed is formally correct for all d ∈ [1, D].

VI. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we discuss the performance, scalability, and
efficiency of our approach. We used a real-world dataset along
with a synthetic dataset to evaluate our framework. Our imple-
mentation is available online4. All experiments were carried
out in a single quad-core Intel i7-2630QM CPU clocked at
2.0 GHz with 8 GB system memory and running on Ubuntu
18.04 (64 bit) using GCC version 7.5.0 and Python 3. Unless
otherwise stated, each experiment was replicated 10 times, and
the mean value was recorded.

A. Extraction and Analysis of Hexacopter Temporal Proper-
ties

Many safety-critical systems, such as medical devices,
electronic automobiles, IOT systems, use Blackberry QNX
Operating System. ONX is a real-time Unix-like operating
system primarily used in embedded devices. It is equipped
with tracelogger5 which assist in recording interaction within
and across the operating system. Since tracelogger operates
at the kernel level, it is a useful utility to track system
interrupts, inter-process communication, thread callbacks, and
many more. We used tracelogger to capture such information
from an operational hexacopter that uses QNX operating
system internally. The dataset contains over 600 thousand
events. After a few basic prepossessing, like conversion of
.kev files to .csv, replacing the escape characters in the event
with some dummy placeholder, and sorting in non-decreasing
order of the timestamp, we applied our approach to extract
interesting properties. For property extraction, we considered
only the Event and the associated timestamp while discarding
the remaining features.

For evaluation and extraction of such properties, we used
4 temporal properties as shown in Table I. For brevity, we
extracted only top 3 properties from each temporal pattern,

4https://github.com/Idsl-group/MINTS
5https://www.qnx.com/developers/docs/7.0.0/index.html#com.qnx.doc.

neutrino.utilities/topic/t/tracelogger.html

however, MINTS would present all possible temporal prop-
erties from the system trace and rank them according to
their counts. We also extracted dominant patterns which were
prevalent in the entire system along with their support and
confidence measure.

A total of 384 properties were extracted from the
system trace among which Table III presents 5 interesting
patterns. We kept the P = 0.45 and D = 10. We represent
events and their temporal relationship as E1[a, b]E2
where {E1, E2} ∈ Σ and {a, b} ∈ N. For example
[-INF,0]THWAITPAGE [647,1173]THRUNNING
[677, 6843]REC_PULSE represents THWAITPAGE as
the initial event followed by THRUNNING within a clock
constraint c of [647, 1173] milliseconds and is then followed
by REC_PULSE within a clock constraint c of [677, 6843]
milliseconds. In this case, REC_PULSE is the final event
in the path Π : q0

(α0,c1)−−−−→ q1
(α1,c2)−−−−→ q2

(α2,c3)−−−−→ q3,
where α0 = THWAITPAGE, α1 = THRUNNING,
α2 = REC_PULSE, c1 = [0, 0], c2 = [647, 1173] and
c3 = [677, 6843].

Few insights from the study of these patterns sug-
gests MSG_WRITEV operations having significantly higher
execution time compared to MSG_REPLY event while
THREPLY takes fewer milliseconds to initiate after the event
SND_MESSAGE. These relationship are usually an expected
behaviour since write operations do take longer duration com-
pared to read and threads always communicate asynchronously
which causes latency in receiving a response. Deviation from
a conventional pattern can assist in detecting anomaly in a
system.

The measurement for support is low (this is because in our
experiment, over 95% of the support measures were lower
than 3 decimal places). This is primarily due to the presence
of clock constraint over the transition edges in the Trietimed
where a pattern of depth D must satisfy all the constraints
in its path. This filters majority of possible similar patterns
from the constructed timed-trie. Meanwhile, the confidence
measures have a value of almost ≈ 1 that explains the constant
internal behavior of the Hexcopter system. For example, an
event SND_MESSAGE will always be followed by THREPLY
and its confidence would be 1. MINTS also provides the
capability to extract patterns based on a user-defined threshold
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Serial Pattern Count Support Confidence
1 [-INF,0]SND MESSAGE [1373,9332]THREPLY 16234 0.029 0.988

2
[-INF,0]SYNC CONDVAR WAIT 82 [3222,156765]MSG SENDV 11
[0,0]SND MESSAGE [576,5867]THREPLY

2042 0.003 0.999

3 [-INF,0]THWAITPAGE [647,1773]THRUNNING [677,6843]REC PULSE 1744 0.003 0.914
4 [-INF,0]MSG READV 16 [26259,85259]MSG REPLYV 15 623 0.007 0.257

5
[-INF,0]MSG WRITEV 17 [2087,15713]MSG WRITEV 17
[3487,20070]SND PULSE EXE

113 0.000 1.000

TABLE III: Hexacopter Dominant Properties

for support and confidence.
Table IV captures few of the temporal properties that

MINTS detected (a total of 190 temporal matches were found).
These results certainly help draw critical insights related to
the behavior of the system, such as responsive relationship
for events like SND_MESSAGE to THREPLY or THREADY
to MSG_REPLYV_15 to name a few. It also provides the
temporal relationship across different temporal properties.

We believe such properties would be extremely useful
for system experts and analysts in understanding along with
troubleshooting system behavior. Moreover, establishing a
relationship between numerous events/components with time
does impart a better temporal understanding of the system.

B. Evaluation using Synthetic Trace

Real-world traces provide practical use cases for a frame-
work. We measure the scalability of the framework on syn-
thetic traces. We used multiple synthetic traces by varying the
three parameters namely, alphabet size(Σ), length of pattern
during mining (as depth D of the trie), and length of the trace
(L). We mined for the dominant and temporal patterns (refer
Table I) while keeping P = 0.50. Below we describe each
setup and its finding in more detail.

Fig. 7: Trace length vs extraction time

Setup 1: Real-world traces are large. Understanding the
relationship of the trace length L over time, while keeping
depth and alphabet size constant, is important to determine
the scalability of a framework.

Figure 7 presents the relationship of trace length over time.
It is evident that MINTS scales linearly with time while
varying the trace length.

Setup 2: In this setup, we were interested in understanding
the strength of the framework while mining for longer patterns.
The intent is to learn long temporal patterns. Therefore, while
keeping the length of trace constant at 100000 events and
comprising of 10 unique events (Σ = 10), we altered D from
[3, 30]. It must be noted that prediction accuracy decreases as
future time horizon increases. Therefore, we kept the upper
bound of D = 30.

As evident from Figure 8, MINTS grows almost linearly
over time by varying the length of the extracted pattern. This
does corroborate our theoretical finding of ≈ O(ΣD + nD).
The effect of exponentiation over Σ is minimal since Σ in
practice is a small value.

Fig. 8: Depth of Trietimed

Setup 3: Finally, we generated multiple synthetic traces of
length 100000 events while altering the alphabet size. Depth
D was kept at 5. Such examination helps understand the
efficiency of our framework in situations involving a large
number of events. Figure 9 displays the relationship of varying
the number of unique events against time.

As apparent from Figure 9, MINTS grows linearly with
respect to time as shown in Section V-1. Therefore, it can be
stated that MINTS do indeed exhibit ≈ O(Σ) while D and L
are kept constant.

As discussed in Section V-1, experimental analysis estab-
lishes the scalability of our framework. Figure 10 provides
a sample illustration of the learned timed model from our
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Type From-To Event Pattern Count Support Confidence

Response
Pattern

SND MESSAGE - THREPLY [-INF,0]SND MESSAGE [1373,9332]THREPLY 16234 0.029 0.988
THREADY - MSG REPLYV 15 [-INF,0]THREADY [371,1246]MSG REPLYV 15 11069 0.029 0.367
EVENT 2 - MSG RECEIVEV 14 [-INF,0]EVENT 0 [0,0]MSG RECEIVEV 14 1496 0.002 0.499

Alternating
Pattern

THRECEIVE - THRUNNING [-INF,0]THRECEIVE [306,640]THRUNNING 9040 0.068 0.996
SND PULSE EXE - REC PULSE [-INF,0]SND PULSE EXE [2109,9901]REC PULSE 6886 0.015 0.110
SYNC CONDVAR WAIT 82 - MSG SENDV 11 [-INF,0]SYNC CONDVAR WAIT 82 [3222,156765]MSG SENDV 11 2061 0.003 0.453

Multi
Cause

TIMER TIMEOUT 75 - EVENT 1 [-INF,0]TIMER TIMEOUT 75 [1330,22081]EVENT 1 1490 0.002 0.452
MSG READV 16 - MSG REPLYV 15 [-INF,0]MSG READV 16 [26259,85259]MSG REPLYV 15 623 0.007 0.257
CONNECT FLAGS 43 - MSG SENDV 11 [-INF,0]CONNECT FLAGS 43 [824,3063]MSG SENDV 11 36 0.000 0.494

Multi
Effect

TIMER TIMEOUT 75 - EVENT 1 [-INF,0]TIMER TIMEOUT 75 [1330,22081]EVENT 1 1490 0.002 0.452
REC PULSE - BUFFER [-INF,0]REC PULSE [925,2049]BUFFER 28 0.001 0.013
THWAITPAGE - THRUNNING [-INF,0]THWAITPAGE [647,1773]THRUNNING 768 0.003 1.000

TABLE IV: Hexacopter Temporal Properties

Fig. 9: Increasing alphabet size

Fig. 10: Sample illustration of Trietimed with depth as 5

approach. While the nodes represents the states, the edges
represents 〈α, c,Pqiqi−1

,Pqi 〉 where α is the event, c is the
clock constraint with the interval [a, b]∀a, b ∈ N, Pqiqi−1

as the
transition probability from previous state(qi−1) to the current
state(qi) and Pqi as the transition possibility to the current
state considering the all possible transitions.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an approach to learn and rep-
resent the behavior of a system from its traces as a special
timed automaton (TA) using timed-trie data structure. We first
introduced our framework, MINTS, which mines temporal
patterns from system traces. We then explain the working
of MINTS and extracted two sets of patterns, (i) Dominant
Patterns (ii) Specific Behavioral Patterns. Mining pattern sig-
natures can also be extended by the user by defining the
minimum threshold (P) for the patterns along with support
and confidence. Next, we described the use of MINTS in
predicting the future event, given the user already knows the
past event sequence. We believe such insights would most
certainly be helpful for system experts. We then discussed the
time and space complexity of our framework and validated it
using synthetic traces. Real-world traces from a Hexacopter
was used to extract dominant properties and the underlying
temporal relationships among system events. These properties
can be represented as a timed finite state machine and with
the feasibility to convert into COTA (complete one-clock
deterministic automata).

Moving forward, we aim to provide a simplified repre-
sentation of the Trietimed. To the best of our knowledge,
the merging of two timed automata is not well studied (al-
though Ullman and Hopcroft studied merging of finite-state
machines [38]). At present, our approach suffers from event
sparsity (when the time between consecutive events varies
greatly). With a small trace size and large time step between
two contiguous events, our approach would not be able to
learn significant properties. Nevertheless, we believe MINTS
can be used in safety-critical applications and by researchers to
learn the temporal properties of a system. To our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to develop a completely unsupervised
approach.
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